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1 Overview

This document is a tutorial on the use of meta-analysis functions in the WGCNA package for R. We analyze 7
blood and brain methylation data sets [1, 4, 3, 2] and we identify genes whose methylation associates with age.
The code and annotations presented here are very similar to the analogous code and annotations for the analysis of
adenocarcinoma (lung cancer) data.
We encourage readers unfamiliar with any1 of the functions used in this tutorial to open an R session and type

help(functionName)

(replace functionName with the actual name of the function) to get a detailed description of what the functions does,
what the input arguments mean, and what is the output.

2 Setting up the R session

After starting R we execute a few commands to set the working directory and load the requisite packages:

# Display the current working directory

getwd();

# If necessary, change the path below to the directory where this tutorial is stored.

# Most likely you will have to modify the start of the path below to point

# to the correct directory.

# "." means current directory. On Windows use a forward slash / instead of the usual \.

workingDir = "Project-MetaAnalysis/LungCancer/RCode/010-CompareEnrichment";

setwd(workingDir);

1At this point several of the functions used in this tutorial are not part of the package and hence not documented yet.
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# Load the package

library(WGCNA);

# Allow multi-threading in WGCNA

allowWGCNAThreads();

# The following setting is important, do not omit.

options(stringsAsFactors = FALSE);

# Load custom functions that simplify handling of multi-data sets

source("../../../LungCancer/RCode/CommonFunctions/networkFunctions-extras-05.R");

3 Loading of data

We load the methylation and clinical trait data that have been pre-processed into “multi-data” format. The multi-
data format is a list in which each component corresponds to 1 input data set. For example, the variable multiExpr

is a list with 7 components since we have 7 input sets. Each component is in turn a list that can hold various
information about the data set; for now we only use one component named ’data’ that holds the methylation data
for the corresponding data set. It is important that the columns of all ’data’ components correspond to the same set
of genes (in the same order). Since samples in each data set are different, the rows across the different data sets need
not correspond. As an example, datExpr[[2]]$data holds the methylation data of input set 2, and datExpr[[5]]$data

holds the methylation data of input set 5.

# Directory where needed data is stored. This path should be correct

dataDir = "../../Data-Methylation/050-PreprocessedRObject";

x = load(spaste(dataDir,"ProjectAging7DataSetsLevel4.RData"));

# Display the names of loaded objects

x

# Fix format of multiMeth7

nSets = checkSets(multiMeth7)$nSets;

for (set in 1:nSets) names(multiTraits7[[set]]) = "data";

# Fix format of multiTraits

multiTraits = list();

for (set in 1:nSets)

multiTraits[[set]] = list(data =

multiTraits7[[set]] $ data [, match("Age", colnames(multiTraits7[[set]]$data)), drop = FALSE]);

# Basic size statistics

checkSets(multiMeth7);

checkSets(multiTraits);

varNames(multiTraits)

We restrict the methylation data to probes whose status as Polycomb Group (PCG) target is known.

# Load chip annotation

x = load(spaste(dataDir, "probeAnnotation-Tesch.RData"));

# Match it to column names of the methylation data

probes = varNames(multiMeth7)

meth2annot = match(probes, probeAnnotation$Name);

table(is.finite(meth2annot))

# Target information

target7 = probeAnnotation$PolycombgroupTarget[meth2annot];

table(target7);

table(is.finite(target7))

# Restrict multiMeth7 to probes whose target status is known

multiMeth = multiData.subset(multiMeth7, colIndex = is.finite(target7));

target = target7[is.finite(target7)];

targetProbes = varNames(multiMeth)[target==1];

collectGarbage();
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4 Marginal meta-analysis

Here we call the function metaAnalysis to calculate marginal meta-analysis statistics across the 7 data sets.

ma.cor = metaAnalysis(multiMeth, multiTraits);

# Save original column names

colNames = colnames(ma.cor);

# Select columns for plotting

keepCols = match(c("Z.equalWeights", "Z.RootDoFWeights", "Z.DoFWeights",

"pValueHighScale.equalWeights",

"pValueHighScale.RootDoFWeights",

"pValueHighScale.DoFWeights",

"pValueHigh.equalWeights",

"pValueHigh.RootDoFWeights",

"pValueHigh.DoFWeights"),

colNames);

We next prepare variables for calculating enrichments for selected numbers of top associated genes. The idea is to
create a matrix where each column will correspond to a meta-analysis variable and all columns can be ranked in the
same decreasing direction (i.e., top genes correspond to high statistic as opposed to low statistic).

# The following columns will be log-transformed

logCols = c(4,5,6,7,8,9);

rankings.cor = ma.cor[, keepCols]

rankings.cor[, logCols] = -log10(rankings.cor[, logCols]);

rankings = rankings.cor;

rownames(rankings) = ma.cor$ID;

The next call calculated enrichments for given numbers of top genes.

nTopGenes = seq(from=100, to=5000, by=100);

enrichments = topEnrichment(rankings, targetProbes, nTopGenes = nTopGenes,

direction = "decreasing")

legend.mma = prettyNamesForMetaAnalysis(colnames(enrichments))

enrichments.marg = enrichments;

5 Meta-analysis of module membership

In the previous part of this tutorial series we have identified consensus modules across the 7 methylation data sets,
and we highlighted module 6 that had a strong association with age. We now calculate module memberships of all
genes in this consensus module. We start by setting up the necessary variables.

# Load the saved module labels and other information

load("../005-ConsensusModules/consensusModules-merge-labels-MEs.RData");

inTarget = is.finite(match(varNames(multiMeth), targetProbes))

module = 6

# Verify that the module is strongly emriched in PCG targets

fisher.test(labels==module, inTarget, alt = "greater")$p.value

The last statement calculates the enrichment of the selected module in PCG target genes and should return 6×10−103.
We next set up the meta-analysis calculation and run it.

# Consensus quantile - this quantile was used for module indentification

consensusQuantile = 0.25;

keepCols = c(6,7,8, 17, 23, 29, 14, 20, 26);

logCols = c(4:9);

# Call the consensusKME function

ckme = consensusKME(multiMeth, labels, consensusQuantile = consensusQuantile,

useModules = module, corAndPvalueFnc = corAndPvalue,
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rankPvalueOptions = list(calculateQvalue = FALSE, pValueMethod = "all"));

We next isolate the relevant columns from the output of the function, and calculate enrichments of top selected
fgenes.

x = ckme[, keepCols];

x[, logCols] = -log10(x[, logCols]);

rownames(x) = ckme[, 1];

rankings.kme = x;

enrichments.kme = topEnrichment(rankings.kme, targetProbes,

nTopGenes = nTopGenes, direction= "decreasing")

# prepare the legend for plotting

legend.kme = prettyNamesForMetaAnalysis(

sub("\\.[k]*ME[0-9]*", "", colnames(enrichments.kme), fixed = FALSE));

6 Meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity

Early work on network methods was motivated in part by the observation that network hubs (most connected nodes)
are often the most important nodes in the (entire) network. Although there is by now ample evidence that whole-
network hubs on gene networks constructed from methylation data in complex organisms (such as humans) tend to
be less important for the understanding of disease, for the sake of comparison we also study selection of genes by
meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity.
To avoid confusion, we remind the reader that whole-network connectivity (defined as the sum of connection strength
to all other nodes in the network) is very different from intramodular connectivity (defined as the sum of connection
strengths to all nodes within the module).
We start by calculating the whole-network connectivities in each of the 7 data sets. We use a convenient function
multiData.apply that works similarly to the standard R function —lapply— but applies the given function to the
component data in each input data set. The calculation takes a bit of time so we save the results for future use.

wnc = multiData.apply(multiMeth, softConnectivity, blockSize = 1000, type = "signed hybrid");

collectGarbage();

# Save the results

save(wnc, file = "wholeNetworkConnectivities-wnc.RData");

We next perform the meta-analysis. Since the statistical significance (p-value) of whole-network connectivities is
difficult to define and calculate, one cannot use any of the variants of the Stouffer’s method that we used above. On
the other hand, since the function rankPvalue only requires variable importance, it is ideally suited for this type of
input. For simplicity, we restrict the analysis to the Rank method only. We use the same three types of weight as in
the meta-analyses of marginal association and of module membership.

nSamples = checkSets(multiMeth)$nSamples;

nGenes = checkSets(multiMeth)$nGenes;

nWeights = 3;

weightPowers = c(0, 0.5, 1);

ma.wnc.list = list();

rankings.wnc = matrix(0, nGenes, nWeights);

for (w in 1:nWeights)

{

ma.wnc.list[[w]] = rankPvalue(wnc, columnweights = nSamples^weightPowers[w], calculateQvalue = FALSE);

rankings.wnc[, w] = -log10(ma.wnc.list[[w]] $ pValueHigh);

}

rownames(rankings.wnc) = colnames(multiMeth[[1]]$data);

colnames(rankings.wnc) = colnames(rankings)[7:9]

We next calculated the enrichment in PCG targets of genes selected by whole-network connectivity.

enrichments.wnc = topEnrichment(rankings.wnc, entrezIDs.inExpr, nTopGenes = nTopGenes,

direction = "decreasing")
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legend.wnc = prettyNamesForMetaAnalysis(colnames(enrichments.wnc))

7 Comparing marginal meta-analysis to meta-analysis of module mem-
bership

We now produce two plots that present the results of marginal meta-analysis, whole-network connectivity meta-
analysis and meta-analysis of module membership side by side. We start with scatterplots of enrichment as a
function of the number of selected genes. We will use a color scheme in which each of the three main methods is
colored by a single color.

# Color scheme

colors1 = c("darkcyan", "darkorange", "purple")

colors1x = rep(colors1, rep(3,3));

colors1a = rep(colors1[3], 3);

colors = list(colors1x, colors1a, colors1x);

# Open a graphics window and set up the plotting

sizeGrWindow(12, 5);

# pdf(file = "Plots/marginalVsWNCvsKMEmetaAnalysis-Aging-scatterplots.pdf", wi=12, he=5);

par(mfrow = c(1,3));

par(cex = 0.8);

par(mar = c(3.5,3.5,3,0.7));

par(mgp = c(2.0, 0.6, 0));

max = max(enrichments, enrichments.wnc, enrichments.kme, na.rm = TRUE);

ylim = c(0, max);

# Plot enrichment for marginal meta-analysis

topEnr.m = plotEnrichments(enrichments, counts = attr(enrichments, "nTopGenes"),

main = "Enrichment in PCG target genes\nMarginal meta-analysis",

ylab = "Mean enrichment", xlab = "Number of selected genes",

legend = legend.mma, leg.position = "topright",

ylim = ylim, colors = colors,

cex.axis = 1.2, cex.lab = 1.2, cex.main = 1.2)

# Plot enrichment for meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity

topEnr.wnc = plotEnrichments(enrichments.wnc, counts = nTopGenes,

main = "Enrichment in PCG target genes\nMeta-analysis of WN connectivity",

ylab = "Mean enrichment", xlab = "Number of selected genes",

legend = legend.wnc, leg.position = "topright",

ylim = ylim, colors = colors,

cex.axis = 1.3, cex.lab = 1.3, cex.main = 1.3, cex.legend = 1.2)

# Plot enrichment for meta-analysis of module membership

topEnr.KME = plotEnrichments(enrichments.kme,

counts = attr(enrichments.kme, "nTopGenes"),

main = "Enrichment in PCG target genes\nMeta-analysis of module membership",

ylab = "Mean enrichment", xlab = "Number of selected genes",

#legend = fixLabels(legend, 20, split = "."),

legend = legend.kme,

ylim = ylim, colors = colors,

cex.axis = 1.2, cex.lab = 1.2, cex.main = 1.2)

# If plotting into a file, close it.

dev.off();

The result is shown in Figure 1 and is also part of Supplementary Figures accompanying our main article. The
figure shows that meta-analysis of module membership leads to higher enrichment than marginal meta-analysis or
meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity.
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Figure 1: Enrichment score (y-axis) as a function of the number of genes identified by module membership meta-
analysis for the 9 studied meta-analysis methods. The left panel shows enrichment of genes selected by marginal
meta-analysis, the middle panel shows enrichment of genes selected by meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity,
and the right panel shows enrichment of genes selected by meta-analysis of module membership. It is clear that
meta-analysis of module membership leads to higher enrichment than marginal meta-analysis, while meta-analysis
of whole-network connectivity finds genes without enrichment in PCG targets.
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Lastly, we create a plot similar to part B of Figure 1 in our main article, namely barplots of the top 20% enrichment
values achieved by each meta-analysis method. Here we also include meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity.
We use a custom function that plots the barplot and adds various other information to the plot.

# Color scheme

colors = c(colors1x, colors1a, colors1x);

# Legends

methodNames = c("Stouffer", "Scale", "Rank")

legend.comb = c(legend.mma, legend.wnc, legend.kme)

# Plotted enrichments

combEnr = cbind(enrichments, enrichments.wnc, enrichments.kme);

sizeGrWindow(10, 6);

#pdf(file = "Plots/marginalVsKMEmetaAnalysis-Aging-singleBarplot-02-wnc.pdf", wi=10, he=6);

par(mfrow = c(1,1));

par(mar = c(7,4.1,4,1));

par(mgp = c(2.6, 0.8, 0));

par(lheight = 0.95);

combEnr = cbind(enrichments, enrichments.kme);

topEnr.c = plotEnrichments.barplot(combEnr, counts = attr(enrichments, "nTopGenes"),

main = spaste("Enrichment in PCG targets of genes ",

"selected by various MA methods\n",

"Significance of differences:"),

ylab = "Mean enrichment", xlab = "",

legend = legend.comb,

colors= colors,

cex.axis = 1.3, cex.lab = 1.3, cex.main = 1.3, cex.names = 1.1,

# Ornaments

braceEdges = matrix( c(1, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21), 2, 3),

braceText = c("Marginal meta-analysis",

"MA of WNC", "Meta-analysis of module membership"),

braceText.col = "#707090", braceText.cex = 1.2, braceSpace = 0.15,

braceSepLine = TRUE, braceSepLine.col = 1, braceSepLine.lty = 2,

groupEdges = matrix(c(1,3,4,6,7,9,10,12,13,15,16,18, 19, 21), 2, 7),

groupText = c(methodNames, methodNames[3], methodNames),

groupSpace = 0.15,

groupText.cex = 1.2, groupText.col = c(colors1, colors1[3], colors1) )

# If plotting into a file, close it.

dev.off();

The resulting plot is shown in Figure 2.
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Enrichment in PCG targets of genes selected by various MA methods
Significance of differences: p = 3.7e−33
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Figure 2: Top 20% of enrichment scores summarized as mean (bar height) and error bars for the 9 studied meta-
analysis methods. It is clear that meta-analysis of module membership leads to much higher enrichment than
marginal meta-analysis or meta-analysis of whole-network connectivity.
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